
Enable True Cyber Resilience 
with Commvault® Cloud, 
Powered by Metallic AI®
We’re here to help you lead the market with the 
industry’s best hybrid cloud cyber resilience.

ONLY COMMVAULT CLOUD DELIVERS TRUE CYBER 
RESILIENCE AND RECOVERY IN THE HYBRID CLOUD.

Discover the highest security, most intelligence, and fastest 
recovery. Commvault’s unified platform offers the flexibility to 
consume hybrid cloud services as software on-prem, a hybrid of 
both, or as an integrated appliance through a single platform. It 
empowers businesses to reduce risk, minimize downtime, keep the 
business running, and control costs — in the face of any threat.

Ensure cyber resilience for the hybrid world with leading security, 
the power of AI, and rapid, reliable recovery. Commvault Cloud 
covers it all:

COMBAT CYBER ATTACKS AND RANSOMWARE THAT 
THRIVE IN HYBRID COMPLEXITY.

Ransomware is on the rise and more pervasive and autonomous than 
ever. With Commvault Cloud, businesses can leverage unique platform 
services to drive industry-leading cyber resilience:
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Security

Unified Management 
The only platform with unified 
visibility and control across the 
entire hybrid enterprise

Cyber Security Posture  
Management - As a Service 
Find, categorize, and take action  
on sensitive information and scan 
for ransomware

AI-driven Threat Prediction 
The only cyber security offering that 
uses AI to fight AI-driven attacks

Cyber Security AI Co-pilot 
Generate API code and workflows, 
find and fix rootcause faster, and gain 
real-time analysis and report digests

Intelligence

Cloudburst Recovery 
Ensure fast, predictable, and  
reliable cyber recovery at scale 
with Commvault Cloud

Cleanroom Recovery 
The only cyber resilience platform 
with the capability to ensure clean 
recovery and guarantee safe recovery 
to a cleanroom in the cloud

Recovery

Security

Get unbeatable cyber 
resilience against rising 
ransomware threats

Recovery

Discover the 
industry’s fastest, 
most reliable recovery 
at the best TCO

Intelligence

Leverage  
early warning, 
intelligent cyber 
deception, and AI
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